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Overview 

This year has been a busy and exciting year at 
the forum with lots of development taking place.  We 
have successfully recruited a full steering group of 11, 
increased our meeting representatives to 16 and have 
2 additional younger representatives who help at events. 

The forum became a Community Interest Company in June which has given 
us the legal structure to support our growth, protect our representatives and help 
to secure the forums future. 

Engaging with the SEND community 

The forum have engaged in 66 formal 
opportunities to raise awareness of the Forum, local 
services and the changes to SEND since the Children 
and Families Act was introduced in 2014. This 
includes Parent Carers (inc grandparents)  and 
practitioners across Education, health and Social 
Care. 

 We have also engaged with our SEND community 
through weekly drop-in’s,  6 coffee mornings per month 
across Somerset and the 3 social events we have run. 
This has provided us with an opportunity to gain their 
views on the local provision for SEND and understand 
the picture which varies greatly within areas. 

We have run 11 survey consultation this year on various topics including 
Local Offer, DFE survey responses, Funding for 2 year olds, young carers and 
transport (ongoing). This along with having some in the office 2 days a week has 
helped to increase our understanding of the issues families are facing. 
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Development work 

On June 11th the forum became a Community Interest Company, which 
provides us with a legal structure. We also undertook a review of our finance 
structure and adopted a much tighter finance structure which clearly defined what 
each grant was spent on and enables us to be clearer in reporting outcomes. 

Lots of training has taken place this year and our representatives have 
invested a lot of time developing their skills with 23 training sessions being 
attended by one or more representatives. Due to an increased number of parents 
contacting us a large number of our representatives have taken an information, 
advice or guidance Level 2 course to enable us to be able to manage this in an 
appropriate manner. Representatives have also completed the emotional 
Coaching training so that this can be cascaded down to parents through coffee 
mornings. 

The whole steering group spent 2 days preparing for the Local area 
inspection by Ofsted and CQC with the Engagement and Participation team. We 
have also undertaken Engaging with Health and Expert parenting courses. This 
should strengthen our ability to work at a strategic level across Education, health 
and social care. 

SEND community 

We currently have 680 members which is an increase 
of 51% on last year. Our online support group has 
increased to 427 which is a 57% growth. 

We have had 7123 visits to our website of which 74% 
were new visitors. The demographic is still slightly a 
higher male ratio with 55%. 

Top 3 areas looked at are- 

Introducing EHCp 2659 views 

Education 5-16 697 views 

    Online guide/ support groups 474 
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Meeting attendance 

The forum has 
attended 303 meeting 
this year across 
Education, Health and 
Social care. 

In addition we had 14 
representatives at the 
SEND conference. 
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Challenges 

This year has been very busy and we have found it difficult to manage on 
the budget we have received. This has resulted in us having to tap into the forum 
money to be able to cover the shortfall. We need to look at this moving forward. 

We have seen a massive increase in parents contact the forum to share their 
experiences, which we feel has resulted in capacity issues within LA/Health teams 
especially SENDIAS. We also feel going to a single point of access through 
Somerset Direct has compounded the situation, as many families feel 
uncomfortable using this due to historical issues. 

Future Plans 

• We want to focus on more consultation work this year about experiences 
of local services 

• We want to continue our work on up skilling parents about the SEND 
reforms and help strengthen relationships between the Local Authority and 
Parents.  

• We want to continue our work on developing the local offer and raising 
awareness of this provision 

• Training for children with Disabilities Social workers. 

• Workforce development with regard to writing the Local Offer contents.
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